ACCEPTED ARTICLES
KEY INFORMATION AND FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What are Accepted Articles?
Accepted Articles is a Wiley service that publishes peer-reviewed manuscripts online as they have
been accepted, without having been copy-edited or typeset and prior to the ultimate inclusion of the
typeset article in a print or online issue.
This service has been designed to ensure the earliest possible circulation of research papers
immediately after acceptance; readers should note that articles published within Accepted Articles
have been fully refereed but have not been through the copyediting, typesetting, pagination and
proofreading process and thus they should not be considered the Version of Record. Accepted
Articles may still contain errors or otherwise deviate from the later published final version.
Accepted Articles appear in PDF format accompanied by an HTML abstract and with Supporting
Information if supplied by the author. The PDF is generated directly from the author’s manuscript,
with no corrections made. Graphics (e.g. figures and tables) are placed at the end of the PDF and
may be compressed to reduce the download time of the PDF.

Can I view the publication dates for an article published in Accepted Articles?
The dates of publication of Accepted Articles are displayed in Wiley Online Library as ‘Accepted
manuscript online’ dates, in ‘Additional Information.

What happens to an Accepted Article during the production process?
The Accepted Article PDF is generated directly from the author’s files. While it is being prepared and
published on Wiley Online Library, a copy of the manuscript also enters the normal production
process. The article is read by a copy-editor who checks the article for journal style, and to ensure
the accuracy of internal cross-references and other matter. Page proofs are then produced and sent
to the author for checking, during the course of which time a number of queries raised by the copyeditor are likely to be answered. As a result, there are likely to be several changes to the text of the
article between the Accepted Article posted on Wiley Online Library and the final published Version
of Record.

Can errors be corrected after the Accepted Article has gone live?
We do not normally permit changes to live Accepted Articles but the author will have a chance to
correct any errors that were in the manuscript when reviewing page proofs, before the article is
published in Early View or as part of an issue. Any reference to Accepted Articles should therefore
take account of the fact that there are likely to be changes to content during the production process.
Accepted Articles themselves should not be considered as proofs.

When can the article published as Accepted Article be considered the Version of Record?
The article will appear in its final published form either as an Early View article (a typeset and
corrected article published online in advance of its inclusion in an issue) or as the Version of Record
as part of an online issue.
When either the Early View or issue version of the article is published, the Accepted Article version is
removed from the Wiley Online Library. Hence the article only ever appears in one place at one
time.

Can an Accepted Article be cited?
Although Accepted Articles do not have bibliographic information associated with them (i.e.
volume/issue numbers, page ranges) and should not be considered as the Version of Record, they
can still be cited by means of their DOI (Digital Object Identifier). This number will stay with the
article throughout its life so that references to an Accepted Article will link to the Version of Record
when finally published.
An Accepted Article should be cited in the same way as an Early View article, using the DOI and
following the general format (adapted to the specific citation style of the journal) :
<Author name(s)>, <Article title> ((where required)), <Journal Name>, DOI < DOI> (<year of online
publication of Accepted Article in brackets>).

